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Outline:
• About the WGNHS
• General background on groundwater
in Wisconsin
 Groundwater basics
 Wisconsin’s geology and aquifers
 General groundwater quality

• Controls on groundwater vulnerability
• Resources for the Task Force
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What is the Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey?
• Established by State Statute
• We are part of the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, Division of
Extension
• We do research, inventory, and teaching
about the rocks, minerals, and water
resources of Wisconsin
• Original Survey in 1853
• Current organization dates to 1897

Our legacy…
exploration and science
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What we do today…
We collect field data

We conduct research
Division of Extension

We prepare reports

We make maps

We advise and teach

What is groundwater?
• Groundwater is water filling pores, cracks,
fractures, and other voids in geologic
materials beneath the earth’s surface.
Culver springs, Dane County, WI
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All water is part of the water cycle…

Microscope image of sandstone from a
Madison supply well. Clean, well‐rounded
quartz grains create an effective porosity of
about 30%

Typical sandstone found near Madison has an
effective porosity of 10‐15%
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Fractured dolomite in Door County, WI. Groundwater can move
rapidly through fractures with little attenuation of any
contaminants present.

Groundwater moves in three dimensions.

Impermeable bedrock
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Groundwater moves in three dimensions.

Groundwater divide

Groundwater flow
Impermeable bedrock

How rapidly does groundwater
move?
Flow rates vary widely, and depend on hydraulic
conductivity, gradient, and the presence of fractures or
other conduits. To generalize…
Clay: inches per year
Sandstone: 10’s of feet per year
Limestone, dolomite: 100’s to 1000’s of feet per day
In fractured media, (i.e.fractured clay, granite, shale) flow
volumes can be small, but flow rates can be very rapid
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Groundwater sustains springs and wetlands

Mink River Estuary, Door County

Take-away point:
groundwater conditions vary
across the state because of
Wisconsin’s geology.
Wisconsin has prolific
aquifers; groundwater
is plentiful over most
of the state
Wisconsin’s geology
influences groundwater
availability and
vulnerability.
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Simplified bedrock
geology of Wisconsin

The Silurian
dolomite
aquifer is
present only in
Eastern
Wisconsin and
extends
through Door
County.

These
fractured rocks
contain karst
and solution
features and
are quite
susceptible to
contamination.
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The sandstone
aquifer is
present over
2/3 of
Wisconsin
extends to
adjacent states

The crystalline
aquifer and
midcontinent
rift system
occur in northcentral
Wisconsin

This “worldclass” aquifer
supplies water
for Madison,
Waukesha, the
Fox Valley, and
other major
areas.

These rocks
are generally
non-porous,
and well yields
can be low
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Glaciation
deposited
materials over
the bedrock
surface

(Dott and Attig, 2004)

Central sands near Stevens Point

Sand and gravel near West Bend
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Relative well depths near Milwaukee
tallest buildings: ~600 ft high

domestic wells: 100-300 ft deep

dolomite
shale

most municipal wells: ~200-800
ft deep

sandstone
deepest wells: ~2200 ft deep
(municipal wells in SE WI)

granite

Flowing wells, also
called artesian wells,
historically were
common in many
parts of Wisconsin.
Such wells and
springs were often the
sites of homesteads
and villages.

flowing well, Door County
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Springs in Wisconsin

Over 10,000 mapped springs!

Bethesda Spring, Waukesha County, 1908

Statewide Springs Inventory: Cadiz Springs, Green County, WI
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Capture zone: land surface over which precipitation
and snowmelt infiltrate to the water table and flow
to the well (or lake, or spring…)

Capture zones for wells
from Gotkowitz:
https://www.uwsp.edu/cnr-ap/watershed/Documents/Subdivision%20Wells.pdf
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Natural (background) groundwater quality is very good!

Wisconsin has prolific
aquifers; groundwater
is plentiful over most
of the state

What determines natural
(background) water quality?
• Dominant mineralogy of the aquifer, rocks, and soil (Example:
limestone or dolomite vs sandstone vs granite)
• Presence of mineralized zones within larger aquifers (Example: lead
and zinc mineralization in western Wisconsin)
• Depth of the well (water quality can vary with depth)
• Age of the water (varies from days to 1000’s of years; “older” water
has more time to dissolve minerals
• Geochemical and biological processes occurring in the soil or
subsurface
• Quality of precipitation – the ultimate source of groundwater
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General contaminant types in groundwater
General Types

Categories

Examples

Aqueous Phase
(dissolved constituents)

Inorganic (primarily ionic)
Major ions
Nutrients
Trace elements
Organic (non-ionic + ionic)

Cl-, SO42-, ClO4NO3-, PO4“heavy metals” As, Pb, Cd, Cr
PCE, TCE, BTEX, PCB’s,
pesticides, MTBE, and 1,4dioxane, etc.
3H, 90Sr, 137Ce

Radioactive
NAPLs
(immiscible liquids)

DNAPLs – Much more dense
than water
DNAPLs – Slightly more dense
than water
LNAPL – Less dense than
water

Particulates
(colloids)

Biologically active
Chemically active

Chlorinated solvents
TCE, PCE, DCM, etc.
Liquid Hg,
PCB’s,
pesticides
Creosote and coal tars

some

Petroleum products
Fuel oils, jet fuels, petroleum
Bacteria, viruses
Colloid
(size)
facilitated
transport – “sorption”

Source: Bradbury and others, 2006

Factors that increase vulnerability
to contamination
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Permeable soils
Thin soils and shallow bedrock
Fractured bedrock
Karst and solution features
Shallow depth to the water table
Rapid infiltration and recharge
Improperly abandoned wells
Faulty or poorly-designed wells
And others…
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Depth to bedrock – Town of Lincoln, Kewaunee County

Contamination Susceptibility– Town of Lincoln, Kewaunee County
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Where to find information
The WGNHS web site :
https://wgnhs.uwex.edu/
Groundwater Coordinating Council (GCC) Report to
the Legislature:
https://dnr.wi.gov/topic/Groundwater/GCC/index.html
DNR Groundwater page:
https://dnr.wi.gov/topic/groundwater/data.html

Available information
• County/regional
studies
• Maps
– Water table
– Depth to bedrock
– Geology

• Groundwater levels
– Statewide network

• Groundwater quality
– data viewer

• Groundwater quantity
– High‐capacity wells
– Water use
– springs

• Well information
– Construction reports
– Geologic logs
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Start at the WGNHS website: wgnhs.uwex.edu
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Groundwater levels
Statewide water‐level network
https://groundwaterwatch.usgs.gov/statemap.asp?sc=55&sa=WI

92 wells
45 counties
(out of 72)

Well in basement of State Capitol;
records back to 1874

Near all-time high

Capitol custodians
measuring well DN-0005
in basement of
Wisconsin Capitol
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Take-aways:
•

Generally abundant groundwater, with good
background quality

•

Groundwater conditions vary regionally due to
Wisconsin’s geology

•

Soils, geology, and well construction control local
vulnerability to contamination

•

Many information sources available, but additional
resource mapping and study will always be needed

K. Bradbury

DIVISION OF EXTENSION
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